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Nuclear physicists in Italy Proprietary rights to cell lines 

Give us the money and Roche pays up 
we will deliver the goods ~a:h:;::f~attle over ownership of the 
Rome money had been available to stretch KG-1 cell line was settled out of court last 
THE invitation ran: "The Symposium will Adone, or early support had been given to week by Hoffman-LaRoche and the 
be held in the HONOUR ROOM of the Superadone (a rejected project for a 12 University of California (Los Angeles). 
PALACE of the KNIGHTS of the GeV machine), Italy might have taken a The university will receive an undisclosed 
EQUESTRIAN ORDER of the HOLY world lead. . . "monetary consideration" for Roche's 
SUPULCHRE of JERUSALEM near St TherewasstrongsupportforVilli'sview use of the cells, in conjunction with 
Peter's Square". A meeting oftheologists? that physics should receive more support Genentech, to produce interferon. The cell 
A canonization? Not at all. In fact, this was and Zichichi was naturally delighted. line was isolated by two researchers at the 
a pre-Christmas gathering of high-energy ''This will give me power with the University of California at Los Angeles, Dr 
physicists - including Nobel laureates parliamentary commission". It was not David Golde and Dr Philip Koeffler. 
Abdus Salam, T.D. Lee, J.W. Cronin, Val just Villi: the meeting demonstrated the Under the terms of the settlement, the 
Fitch and Sam Ting - all aiming to help scale of international collaboration in parties are subject to a court order for
their Italian colleagues lobby for reform of physics. And this was the key problem bidding disclosure of the financial agree
their principal institution, the National facing INFN: that it suffered from ment. Charles Townsend, attorney for the 
Institute for Nuclear Physics (INFN). bureaucratic civil-service controls and university, said his clients are ''very pleased 

This seems to be the way things are career structures which meant it was indeed" with the settlement. As for its con
done in Italy - plenty of pomp and difficult to employ foreigners, even for fidentiality, he said, "one might assume 
circumstance- but it is emphasized by the short periods, and difficult for Italians to that any party that pays money would not 
particular style of INFN president, work abroad. But Adone was now lost to want to have the amount revealed". 
Professor AntoninoZichichi. Not content high-energy phsyics (devoted to Although the monetary arrangement is 
with the meeting itself (concerned with the synchrotron radiation) and it was essential between Roche and the university only, 
international role of INFN) Zichichi also that INFN look outward. Golde and Koeffler, who were also named 
arranged an audience with the Pope and a Other major difficulties with the INFN in the suit, are also expected to share in the 
meeting between four of the Nobellists and structure, Villi said last week, were that award in accordance with the university's 
the Italian President, Sandro Pertini. But INFN careers were not recognized by the intellectual property policy. Townsend 
the highlight of the meeting appeared to universities, so it was difficult to make said that provides for a 50:50 split between 
be unplanned and unexpected. Claudio transfers between say a professorship and the university and a faculty inventor, less a 
Villi, an ex-president of INFN and INFN and that the pay for senior 15 per cent administrative fee for the uni
professor of theoretical physics at the technicians and engineers is so low - versity. 
University of Padua , slammed the relative to industry - that it was almost Golde refused to comment on whether 
government of his day (he was INFN impossible to find qualified people to build he would share in the settlement, which he 
president from 1970to 1975) for "complete experiments (mainly large particle said was a "round figure" and "what I 
indifference to research" . They could, he detectors) to run on accelerators abroad . considertobealargesum-thoughldon't 
claimed, have found the heavy lepton (the 700,000 Italian lira a month (£3, 700 a year) know if anyone else would''. 
tau, a heavy version of the electron and is "indecent" says Zichichi. According to The agreement ends a three-year legal 
muon discovered at Stanford in 1976) and another respected Italian physicist, Ugo battle that became increasingly 
the J/psi (the first direct evidence for the Amaldi, Italian teams designing detectors acrimonious, with each side countersuing 
existence of the charmed quark, discovered for LEP, the big electron-positron collider and adding new accusations regularly. 
in 1974) well before the Americans, if the due for construction at the European Most recently, Roche charged Golde with 
government had listened to their pleas. The Centre for Nuclear Physics (CERN) near slander and defamation for allegedly 
discovery of these particles helped to Geneva were being severely hampered. calling Roche "crooks" who had 
change the face of physics in the"1970s, and French teams, for example, had ten times "hijacked" his cell line; the university 
it clearly would have been remarkable if as many engineers as the Italians, and the countered that Roche had "wrongfully 
Italy had first shown them to the world. Italian contribution to LEP was suffering. interfered" with Golde's and Koeffler's 

Villi may be accused of some Latin Zichichi also faces a danger: that the professional relationships with the 
hyperbole, but there was clearly something government will insist that the president of National Cancer Institute by spreading 
in what he said. The tau and the J /psi were INFN be nominated by the government, information ''calculated to demean, mis
discovered using colliding beams of rather than elected by the physicists as at represent and disparage" them to the staff 
electrons and positrons. (Ting also present. This of course would reduce his of the institute. 
discovered the J/psi in another way, but power. But Zichichi is hopeful that the The seeds of the dispute were sown in 
the method was almost a dead-end.) But seminar and its fall-out will have influence. 1978, when Golde supplied Dr Robert 
the technique for colliding electrons and The present regulations are "fantastic, Gallo, a National Cancer Institute re
positrons was first developed in Italy, stupid" said Zichichi. He wants a structure searcher, with the KG-1 cells. In a letter 
under the guidance of Austrian-born in which INFN with its 1,000 staff and written to Gallo at the time, Golde said the 
Bruno Touscek (now dead). The means 1,000 unpaid collaborators can define its cells "are made available exclusively to 
was a ring called Adone, constructed own regulations and rules, fix its own yourlaboratory for collaborative studies". 
outside Rome (at Frascati), which was salaries (in agreement with the unions) and A year later, Gallo reported that the cells 
taking data in 1970 - but at 3 GeV, an perhaps employ scientists on five-year showed some promise for interferon 
energy just below the threshold for J /psi. renewable contracts to give flexibility and production and, on 2 July 1979, Golde gave 
Zichichi was always pushing for higher help push salaries up. He also wants an Gallo permission to investigate this. 
energy, said Villi, and also for a big increase in the INFN budget from 75,000 At this point, the story become cloudy. 
magnetic experiment to detect heavy million lira for 1983 to 120,000 million for Either directly or indirectly, Gallo then 
leptons. (Zichichi in fact developed the 1984. "Ifwesucceedinthiswebreaktheice apparently made the cells available to 
technique for observing such particles used for the support of all basic science in Roche. Golde says his permission to trans
later at Stanford, using an acoplanar Italy", he says. It would be extraordinary fer the cells to Roche was never sought, and 
electron and muon of opposite sign.) If the but it is just possible. Robert Walgate that his understanding with Gallo that the 
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